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Combination Metal Tool 

Chest 

CYJY combination metal tool chest are made of cold rolled steel, ensuring their rugged 

properties. Cold rolled steel has a high weighing strength and corrosion resistance, which 

can effectively protect your tools from damage and corrosion. In addition, 

the combination metal tool chests are also laser coated for a smoother surface and 

better wear resistance. This not only makes the tool chest look beautiful, but also extends 

its service life. 

 

 

 

Combination Metal Tool Chest 

In daily life and work, we often need to use a variety 

of tools to complete different tasks. However, as the 

number of tools increases, it becomes increasingly 

difficult to store and manage them, and in order to 

solve this problem, CYJY has introduced an 

innovative combination metal tool chest to provide 

consumers with a perfect solution.CYJY 

combination metal tool chest uses the design of 

multiple cabinets to make it have a flexible memory 

space. 
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Specification 

Product name Combination Metal Tool Chest 

Dimension Customized 

Steel thickness 0.8 ~1.5 mm 

Lock Key lock 

Color BLACK/BLUE/RED/GRAY/ORANGE 

Handle Aluminium 

Material Cold rolled steel 

Certificate ISO 9001 

Remark OEM & ODM are available 

Function Storage for tools, files, home or garage supplies 

Finished Powder coated 

 

Product Details 

The CYJY combination metal tool chest is also ISO 9001 certified. ISO 9001 is an 

internationally recognized quality management system certification that validates CYJY's 

compliance with international standards in design, production and service. This 

certification further demonstrates the high quality and reliability of the CYJY combination 

metal tool chest. For those consumers who are not good at assembly, the 

CYJY combination metal tool chest is also a good choice, it uses an easy to 

understand assembly method, with detailed instructions and accessories, so that you can 

easily complete the assembly process, this quick assembly design saves you time and 

effort, so that you can use and enjoy the convenience of the tool chest faster. 
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Product Feature And Application 

The CYJY combination metal tool chest is a powerful, durable and reliable tool storage 

solution. With its multi-cabinet design, cold rolled steel quality, laser-sprayed 

appearance, portable design with casters, three-year warranty and ISO 9001 certification, 

the CYJY combination metal tool chest is the perfect choice if you are looking for a tool 

chest that can hold a large number of tools and is easy to manage. If any quality 

problems occur within three years of purchase, we will provide a free repair service or 

replacement of a new chest. Our after-sales service team is on hand to support you and 

make sure your purchase experience is worry-free. 
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FAQ 

Q:Combination metal tool chest can be mainly applied to where? 

A: garage workshop laboratory workshop Etc. 

 

Q:What are the main components of a combination metal tool chest? 

A:Drawer: used to store goods, convenient access and management of goods 

Lockers: For storing larger objects 

Lock: Used to prevent goods from being stolen or damaged 

Workbench: convenient for you to work 

Slide: More convenient for loading and unloading items 

 

 

 


